Professional Development
for your school, cluster or group!

M

ake a positive difference by bringing ‘Teacher To Teacher UK’ Professional
Development to your school or cluster. The T2TUK team will custom-design
a programme to meet your specific needs and goals. Using a range of Kagan
Structures and Strategies T2TUK will help empower your teachers to dramatically
increase student achievement, improve social skills, and reduce discipline
problems in an atmosphere of fun and learning.

Specialising in:

















Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures
Inclusion
Teambuilding/Classbuilding
Kagan Win-Win Discipline
Emotional Intelligences
Differentiated Instruction through
Kagan Structures for Multiple
Intelligences
Kagan Structures for Higher-Level
Thinking
Mind Mapping
Increased Reading Speed
How Memory Works
Memory Techniques
Learning to Learn
10 Brain Friendly Principles for Play
Novel Ways to Activate the Learner
Kagan Coaching/Peer Coaching
A Leaders Blueprint for Leading the
Cooperative Learning School

T2TUK is the product of a ten years
extensive
study,
research,
development and practice into
teacher training by 2 highly
experienced teachers Elaine Brown
and Gavin Clowes.
T2T UK has
practical structures that really work.
Following on from the success of the
work in the Macclesfield and
Bollington Education Improvement
Partnership
where
both
the
individual and group needs of a
range of schools, KS1, KS2 and
KS3/4 were met through a unique
training programme. This
unique
approach has a proven track record of
raising test scores, improving class and
school
climate,
reducing
discipline
problems and at last… puts the FUN
back into teaching and learning! Elaine

and Gavin are ‘Certified International
Kagan Trainers’.

Elaine Brown explains the power of
simple Kagan Cooperative Structures.

Just call: Joanna Clowes
(01625) 406414
e-mail: Joanna.clowes@T2TUK.co.uk
www.T2TUK.co.uk
www.Kagan-UK.co.uk

Gavin Clowes discusses the easy-to-use
Kagan structures and their impact on
student engagement and achievement.

Professional Development
for your school, cluster or group!

P

A

owerful
and
Proven
Structures for Engagement.

Change That Lasts

Kagan Cooperative St ructures
improve the quality of teaching.
Investing in teacher skills is a lasting
investment. The structures increase
teacher morale and retention rates
and
lead
to
sustained
implementation.

Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures
transform how teachers teach, not what
they teach.
From the perspective of the teacher, the
change is relatively easy– the teacher
adopts new and exciting teaching
strategies without abandoning proven
lessons or curriculum.
From the perspective of the student, the
change is welcome– classrooms become
far more engaging. Students get to do
what they most want to do: to be fully
engaged and interact with their peers.
From
a
research
perspective,
the
transformation aligns instruction with
how the brain processes and retains
information.

Kagan CL Structures:











Increase Academic achievement
Develop social skills and character
virtues
Improve ethnic relations
Emotional Intelligences
Enhance self-esteem
Reduce discipline problems
Help create the Inclusive School
Make Thinking Skills part of every
lesson
Develop Multiple Intelligences
Improve class climate

T2TUK / Kagan-UK are the sole source of Kagan Training in the UK

Just call: Joanna Clowes
(01625) 406414
e-mail: Joanna.clowes@T2TUK.co.uk
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